Chapter 11

Static/Dynamic Test Case Generation
For Software Upgrades
via ARC-B and Deltatest
Pietro Braione, Giovanni Denaro, Oliviero Riganelli, Mauro Baluda
and Ali Muhammad
Abstract This chapter presents test generation techniques that address the automatic
production of test cases to validate evolving software, aiming to improve the adequacy
of testing in the light of a performed upgrade. For human experts it is usually hard
to achieve high test case coverage by manually generating test cases. In particular,
when a program is upgraded, testers need to adapt the test suite of the base version
of the program to the new version, to cover the relevant code according to the kind of
upgrade that has been implemented. The test case generation techniques presented
in this chapter aim to automatically augment the existing test suites with test cases
that exercise the uncovered regions of the code. These test cases represent extremely
useful executions to give as complete a view as possible of the behavior of the
upgraded program. We will describe ARC-B, a technique for the automatic generation
of test cases, and its extension as DeltaTest that we have developed in the context of
the European FP7 Project PINCETTE. DeltaTest extends ARC-B to target software
changes in a more specific fashion, according to ideas that resulted from the feedback
gained while using ARC-B during the project. Specifically, DeltaTest exploits a
program slicer to distinguish the code impacted by modifications, and builds on this
information to generate test suites that specifically address the testing of software
changes. In the next sections, we describe the technology that underlies ARC-B,
report our experience of applying ARC-B to industrial software provided as case
studies by industrial partners of the project, present the DeltaTest technique, and
discuss initial data on the strength of DeltaTest.
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11.1 ARC-B
High code coverage has long been advocated as a convenient way to assess test adequacy [Wey88, FW88, RTC93]. Over time, researchers have defined several testing
criteria based on code coverage, referring to code elements (coverage targets) at
increasing levels of granularity, from program statements, to decisions, paths, and
data-flow associations [PY07]. Currently, code coverage is experiencing renewed
interest, thanks to the availability of both new tools that efficiently compute accurate
coverage measures, and new studies that provide additional empirical evidence of
a strong correlation between code coverage and the ability to expose faults of test
suites [NA09].
Despite the many code coverage criteria defined and experimented with in the
scientific literature, the current industrial practice is limited to simple criteria, such
as statement coverage and, more rarely, branch coverage. The gap between expected
effectiveness and practical usage depends on two main factors. First, generating test
suites that execute many code elements is in general extremely demanding, since the
number of coverage targets rapidly increases with the size of the program under test
and the complexity of the criteria. Testing large programs with respect to sophisticated
criteria can often be impractical within the limits of a typical testing budget.
Second, covering all elements according to a coverage criterion (achieving 100 %
code coverage) is impossible in general, since some coverage targets can be infeasible, that is non-executable under any possible conditions. Typical causes of infeasible
code elements are, for example, changes in the source code that affect the executability of some elements, reuse of components integrated by specialization that limits
the set of executed functionalities, redundant code inserted for the sake of defensive programming, and reachability dependencies between code regions. Infeasible
targets impact on both the testing effort and the achievable coverage. They divert
the testing effort, since test designers may waste time trying to identify test cases
that execute infeasible elements, and produce bad approximations of the set of target
elements that can be statically identified, thus resulting in highly variable coverage.
The number of infeasible elements grows with the complexity of the criteria, and
quickly becomes a big hurdle to the practical applicability of sophisticated criteria.
Both the problem of finding the inputs that exercise specific targets and the problem of identifying infeasible elements are undecidable in general and hard to solve in
practice. As a consequence mature practical processes refer mostly to statement coverage, and use more sophisticated coverage criteria only when required by domain
regulations. For example the standard DO-178B for safety-critical avionic applications requires modified condition decision coverage [RTC93].
The problem of generating test cases that increase code coverage has recently been
tackled by approaches that generate test cases using symbolic and concolic (that is,
interwoven concrete and symbolic) execution [VPK04, GKS05, SMA05]. These
approaches explore the executable space of a program, typically in depth-first order,
and generate test cases accordingly. Since most programs have infinitely many paths,
a depth-first search is in general ill-suited for the goal of covering a finite domain: It
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leads to a fine-grained exploration of only small portions of the program state space,
easily diverges, and often identifies many test cases that increase the coverage of the
program structure only marginally. Other search strategies use heuristics to select
paths that lead to uncovered elements in the control flow graph [GLM08, BS08].
Heuristics can increase coverage, but do not prevent the search from becoming stuck
in attempting to execute infeasible targets.
ARC-B is an approach for test case generation that combines the advantages of
using concolic execution to steer the generation of new test cases towards uncovered
branches, with a program analysis approach that proves the infeasibility of branches
that cannot be covered. Our approach explores the control flow graph, looking for
paths that lead to uncovered elements, and concolically executes one such path to
increase coverage. In this way, it avoids becoming trapped in infinite iterations of
unbounded loops as depth-first explorations. When it does not find a test case that
covers a target branch, it investigates the feasibility of the branch using an analysis
based on abstraction refinement of the control flow graph and backward propagation of preconditions for executing the uncovered branches. In this way, it avoids
being stuck in infinite unsuccessful attempts to find test cases that execute infeasible elements, and increases the chances to cover in future iterations those branches
that require difficult combinations of many decisions.1 It finally adjusts the coverage
measurements according to the identified infeasible elements, thus increasing the
precision of the computed coverage.
ARC-B extends the state of the art in that it leverages and extends recent results
on combining static and dynamic analysis to decide the reachability of program
states [GHK+06, BNR+10], and introduces a technique called coarsening to control
the growth of the space to be explored by pruning useless details, while analysing
increasingly large programs. The next section presents the analysis algorithm that
underlies ARC-B.

11.2 Test Generation via Abstraction Refinement
and Coarsening
This section presents in detail abstraction refinement and coarsening (arc), our
procedure that automatically generates test suites with high structural coverage and
computes precise coverage information. arc systematically explores uncovered program elements, accounts for infeasible elements, and abstracts away useless details
to improve scalability. As described in this section, arc applies to any structural
coverage criterion.

1 Notice

that both the problem of covering all feasible elements and the problem of revealing all
infeasible elements of a program are undecidable in general, and thus our approach may not terminate
on some programs. When this is the case, our approach stops after a timeout and reports the elements
that have been neither covered nor identified as infeasible.
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Rationale
arc extends an initial test suite with new test inputs that execute uncovered code
elements, and identifies infeasible code elements. Identifying infeasible elements
allows arc to drop these elements out of the coverage domain where it measures the
code coverage. In this way, arc can produce precise coverage measurements, up to
100 %, even in the presence of unanticipated infeasible elements.
arc works by integrating reachability information from the concrete execution of
tests with the static analysis of a finite (abstract) model of the program state space.
On one hand, arc refers to the abstract model to identify code elements that are not
covered yet and are the most promising next targets, and then builds new test inputs
that traverse program paths increasingly closer to these code elements along the lines
of the approach of [GKS05, SMA05]. On the other hand, arc exploits the intuition
that failing to build test inputs that cover a given element reveals elements that may
be unreachable along some control paths. In this case, arc considers the possibility
that these elements are infeasible, and tries to prove their infeasibility by iteratively
refining the abstract model, along the lines of [BCLR04, DBM07, GHK+06]. arc
progressively refines the model by excluding unreachable paths, thus reducing the
number of paths that reach code elements. A code element is infeasible when it is no
longer reachable in the refined model.
Reasoning over formal models of complex software systems does not scale due to
space explosion problems that are exacerbated when targeting many elements as in
the case of code coverage. Compared to previous techniques, arc stands out specifically for its approach to mitigate the state space explosion problem: It introduces
the novel idea of coarsening into the basic abstraction refinement loop. Coarsening
is the process of partially re-aggregating the abstract states generated by refinement
as the analysis of the program progresses. Coarsening elaborates on the observation
that every refinement step aims to decide about the reachability of a code element.
When arc meets a specific goal by either covering the target element or proving its
infeasibility, arc drops the refinements generated throughout the decision process
involved with this element, and thus reduces the number of states of the abstract
model. By means of coarsening arc eliminates the states produced during the refinement process as soon as they become useless for the analysis, and thus updates the
reference abstract model, which differs from previous approaches, where models
grow monotonically as refinement progresses.
The ARC Algorithm
The arc algorithm takes a program P, a nonempty set I of program inputs (the
initial test suite) and a structural coverage criterion χ as inputs, and returns both a
test suite that extends I for P and a set U of unreachable targets in P. arc deals with
imperative, sequential, and deterministic programs composed of single procedures,
and analyzes multi-procedural programs without recursive calls via inlining. The
input programs are written in a procedural language, like Java or C, with assignment,
sequencing, if-conditional and while-loop statements, and are represented as control
flow graphs that contain a node for each program location that represents a value
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Fig. 11.1 The arc algorithm

of the program counter, and an edge for each statement. Nodes have at most two
outgoing edges. Edges are labeled with assignment statements X := expr. Pairs of
edges exiting the same node are also labeled with complementary test conditions,
cond? and ¬cond? We assume, without loss of generality, that program control
flow graphs have exactly one entry node, which is connected to any other node in
the graph by at least one path.
The arc algorithm outlined in Fig. 11.1 works on a model M, a set of targets T,
and a set of unreachable elements U. The model M is derived from the control flow
graph of the program under analysis (line 2 in Fig. 11.1). The derivation of the model
from the control flow graph is discussed in detail later in this section. In a nutshell,
the model defines the elements to be covered as abstract states. The set T of targets
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represents the code elements not yet proved to be either feasible or infeasible, and is
initialized at line 3 in Fig. 11.1 with all the targets identified by the coverage criterion.
arc records the set U of unreachable code elements discovered during the analysis.
The set U is initialized to the empty set (line 4 in Fig. 11.1). arc works as follows:
1. (lines 7–11 in Fig. 11.1) arc executes the test suite, and coarsens the model to
eliminate all the refinements associated with the nodes covered by the tests.
2. (line 12 in Fig. 11.1) arc identifies a frontier, that is an edge of the model that
connects a covered node npre to an uncovered node npost . If there exists no frontier,
then the program is completely covered according to the input criterion, and arc
terminates, otherwise arc continues with the next step.
3. (line 13 in Fig. 11.1) arc tries to generate a test input that covers npost by extending
some of the covered paths that reach npre .
4. (line 29 in Fig. 11.1) If it can generate a proper test input, arc adds it to the test
suite.
5. (lines 15–27 in Fig. 11.1) Otherwise, it conservatively refines the model between
npre and npost . After refining the model, it removes all the unreachable nodes,
coarsens the model by dropping all the refinements associated with the removed
nodes, and updates the set of infeasible elements according to the removed nodes.
6. It repeats all the steps 1–5.
As discussed above, arc mixes generation of test inputs with model refinement,
progressing with either one of these activities. Thus at each iteration, arc either
generates a new test that covers a node that was not yet covered, or refines the model
by eliminating a path identified as unreachable. Since the problem of covering all
feasible elements of a program is undecidable in general, arc may not terminate on
some inputs.
The rest of this section discusses arc in detail.
Data structures and initialization arc operates on a model M (line 2), and keeps a
set of targets T that represents the code elements not yet proved to be either feasible or
infeasible (line 3). arc also records the set U of unreachable code elements discovered
during the analysis (line 4). We discuss split_for (line 5) below, when presenting
coarsening.
M is a rooted directed graph with labeled nodes and edges. Each node n corresponds
to a program location, and is annotated with a predicate over the program variables.
Edges are labeled with (blocks of) program statements. A node represents a region of
the concrete state space, i.e., a set of concrete states. The predicates associated with
the nodes identify the subsets of concrete states represented by the nodes. We say
that a concrete state covers a node when it satisfies the predicate associated with the
stmt
node, and thus belongs to the region represented by the node. An edge n −−−→ n
indicates that the execution of stmt from a state that covers n leads only to states
that cover n .
arc derives the initial model Mχ and the initial set of targets Tχ from the control
flow graph of P according to the coverage criterion χ to be satisfied, as follows. arc
instruments P to ensure that every code element for χ is associated to a program
location such that the code element is covered for the criterion when the location is
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covered in the model. This reduces the problem of deciding the feasibility of a set
of structural code elements to the problem of deciding the reachability of a set of
program locations, and allows arc to initialize Tχ to the corresponding set of nodes
of the model. Similarly, U is a set of nodes of the model. The model may vary to take
into account the needs of specific coverage criteria. For example, when dealing with
branch coverage, arc adds a skip statement to each branch that does not contain a
statement. Slightly more complex instrumentations may be required to allow arc to
operate with other control-flow-based criteria. Finally, arc annotates each node of
Mχ with a predicate satisfied by all the states at the corresponding program location.
We refer to the arc data structures introduced above with the following notation:
•
•
•
•

nodes(M) is the set of all the nodes n of M;
root(M) is the entry node of M;
stmt1
edges(M) is the set of all the edges e of M, e = n0 −−−→ n1 ;
paths(M) is the set of all the (finite) paths π between two nodes in M, π =
stmt1

stmtn

n0 −−−→ n1 . . . −−−−→ nn ;
• predicate(n) is the predicate associated to the node n.
Execution of tests and target update arc starts each iteration by executing the
test suite I, and computes the set C of the nodes covered by at least one test (line
7). Then, it simplifies the model by invoking function coarsen described below
(line 8), and updates the set of target elements by removing all the nodes covered
and identified as unreachable (line 9). If arc exhausts the set of targets, it terminates
(lines 10–11).
arc executes the current test suite I by invoking function run(P, I) that returns
stmt1

stmtn

the set of all the computations c = s0 −−−→ s1 . . . −−−−→ sn produced by
executing the tests in I (since P is sequential and deterministic, run(P, I) returns
one computation for each test input).
Test generation After having executed the tests and updated the set of targets, arc
tries to generate a new test input to cover at least one uncovered node on a path to a
target element (lines 12–13). First, arc invokes function choose_frontier that
returns a frontier edge of the model (line 12), that is an edge from a covered node
npre to the first node npost of an uncovered path to a target. Since we assume that
every node of the model is reachable from the entry node, there is always a frontier
for each target node. Next, arc invokes the function try_generate that tries to
generate a new test that traverses the selected frontier and covers npost (line 13).
Upon success, the execution of the new test will move the frontier at least one step
forward towards an uncovered target.
Figure 11.2 illustrates a typical iteration of arc, considering branch coverage as
target criterion. The figure shows the initial model of a function that consists of a
control flow graph with six nodes: the entry point (top node), the exit point reached
by the explicit call to exit(−1) (bottom node) and the four static branches in the
code. The edges are labeled with the sequences of statements that correspond to
the sequences of assignments and conditional checks in the original C code. Let us
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11.2 A possible execution of arc: a first iteration, b second iteration

consider an initial test suite that includes only one test input i1 (empty array, start
at item 0). This test covers only the entry and the exit nodes that are shown with a
gray background in Fig. 11.2a. The black dots in the nodes represent the concrete
states executed by the test suite. In this case, the frontier includes only one edge
in bold in the figure, and is represented as a curved line in bold that separates the
set of nodes covered by some test from the set of nodes not yet covered. After
having executed the initial test suite and computed the frontier, arc tries to cross
it by symbolically executing the code along a test execution up to a node beyond
the frontier. In this case, there is only one node immediately beyond the frontier
(node target 1 in Fig. 11.2a). By symbolically executing the one-edge path from the
entry node to node target 1 , arc generates a new test input i2 (array with one item
with value 0, start at item 0) that reaches the node and extends the frontier as shown
in Fig. 11.2b. arc then tries to further extend the frontier to a new target target 2
by symbolically executing the only feasible path to its pre-frontier, i.e., the path
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Fig. 11.3 Test input generation in arc

C1 ?

S1 ;C2 ?

root(M) −−→ target1 −−−−→ target2 . In this case, arc does not find a test
that reaches target 2 .
Figure 11.3 shows the algorithms choose_frontier and try_generate.
The algorithm choose_frontier looks for a path π in the model from a covered
node npre to an uncovered target nn , such that all the successors of npre along π
are uncovered (lines 3–4), and returns the first edge in π (line 5). When there exist
several candidate paths, the choice can be arbitrary.
The algorithm try_generate chooses a test input i that reaches npre (lines 8–
9), and appends the frontier e to the concrete path corresponding to the execution of i
up to npre (lines 10–11), to build a path π  to npost . Then, it executes π  symbolically
to build a predicate TC whose solutions, if they exist, are test inputs that reach
npost along π  (line 12.)) Function run_symbolic_lightweight is similar to
the ones described in [GKS05], [SMA05], and [BNR+10]. It returns both the final
symbolic state σ and a path constraint PC, a predicate that is satisfied by all and only
the test inputs whose computations reach the location of npost along π  . For more
details about lightweight symbolic execution, the reader may refer to [BNR+10]. The
algorithm uses the path condition PC returned by run_symbolic_lightweight
to build the predicate TC that characterizes the inputs that reach npost from the path π  .
The predicate TC is the logical-and of PC and the region predicate of npost , evaluated
on the symbolic state σ (line 13). This corresponds to selecting the test inputs that
satisfy both PC and the region predicate of npost after the execution of the statement
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Fig. 11.4 Model refinement in arc

at the frontier edge. The algorithm try_generate returns either a solution i of
TC (line 15) or a failure value  (line 17).
Refinement If the algorithm try_generate fails to generate a test input, then the
uncovered node (npost ) is unreachable along the control flow path π  . In this case, arc
conservatively refines the model by invoking the function refine, whose code is
reported in Fig. 11.4. The function refine computes a predicate RP that identifies a
subregion of npre that cannot reach npost (line 6), and updates the model to represent
it. arc computes RP as the weakest precondition of ¬predicate(npost ) through
the frontier statement. According to this definition, RP is the largest subregion of
npre that cannot reach npost . With this approach, the refinement predicate can be
computed syntactically, without invoking a decision procedure.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11.5 Refinement of an infeasible transition: a before and b after refinement
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After having computed the refinement predicate RP, arc splits npre at the computed predicate, and removes the infeasible frontier edge from the model (lines 7–11).
Figure 11.5 illustrates visually the refining procedure: arc adds a clone npre of node
npre to the model, adds the clauses ¬RP and RP to the region predicates of npre
and npre , respectively, and removes the edge from node npre to node npost , while
preserving all other edges. Figure 11.5b shows the splits of npre as [¬RP]npre and
[RP]npre . The coverages of the nodes of the models after the splitting can be computed easily: Since RP is the largest subregion of npre that cannot reach node npost ,
and arc assumes deterministic programs, all the tests that do not reach npost (i.e., all
the tests) reach [RP]npre , and do not reach [¬RP]npre .
The refinement step sets the frontier one step backwards, since it reduces the
reachability of npost to the reachability of [¬RP]npre . If successive refinements push
the frontier back to the entry node of the model, the function refine can safely
conclude that the whole frontier is infeasible, and can thus remove the corresponding
edge from the model (lines 3–4). The function refine returns either the refinement
predicate or false if the whole frontier is infeasible.
Pruning and detecting infeasible targets Whenever a frontier is removed from the
entry node, arc prunes the portion of the model that is unreachable from the entry
node. The pruning procedure is shown in the algorithm in Fig. 11.1: arc detects the
unreachable portion (17–18), coarsens the model (line 19), eliminates the unreachable
portion from the model (lines 20–23), and marks as unreachable all the targets that
do not exist anymore in the refined model (line 24).
Figure 11.6 illustrates the refining process referring to the example discussed in
Fig. 11.2. Figure 11.6a illustrates the results of the third iteration of arc, which
refines the model shown in Fig. 11.2b. arc splits the pre-frontier node into two
nodes, one labeled with predicate RP that may not reach target2 , and one labeled
with predicate ¬RP that may reach target2 . The node labeled with predicate P
is not covered, and becomes the new target for test input generation. At the fourth
and last iteration (Fig. 11.6b), arc discovers that target3 cannot be reached from
the entry point of the program, and thus refines the model by simply eliminating
the edge from the entry to this node. Then, it prunes the model by deleting the three
unreachable nodes that result from the refinement steps. arc has therefore proved that
the generated tests cover all the reachable branches of the program, and terminates
the analysis.
Coarsening The core contribution of arc is the coarsening step described by the
procedure coarsen in Fig. 11.7. In a nutshell, arc coarsens the model after either
covering a node or identifying a node as unreachable, since in both these cases
the refinements needed to decide the reachability of the node are not necessary
anymore. To assist coarsening, arc tracks the associations between the nodes and
the refinements required to investigate their reachability in a map split_for.
When function refine splits a pre-frontier node npre according to a predicate RP,
arc updates the map split_for by adding the pair npre , RP to the set of pairs
associated to the post-frontier node npost . In a nutshell, the map split_for records
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11.6 A possible execution of arc: a third iteration, b fourth iteration

the refinement step by tracking that node npre has been split according to the predicate
RP in order to investigate the reachability of npost .
We present the coarsening step using the following notation:
• loc(n) is the program location of node n, i.e., the value of the program counter
that corresponds to n,
• companions(M, n) is the set of nodes of the model M that correspond to the same
program location of node n:
companions(M, n) = {n ∈ nodes(M) | loc(n ) = loc(n)}.
def

We refer to this set as the companion set of n.

159

Fig. 11.7 Model coarsening in arc
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The procedure coarsen (Fig. 11.7) modifies an input model M and a corresponding map split_for to revert the refinements originating from a set of nodes
N, as follows. For each node npost that belongs to N and is recorded as a frontier
node in split_for, coarsen gets the originating refinements npre , RP from
split_for[npost ], and identifies the companion set of each node npre (line 4). The
companion set collects all the nodes that are obtained by splitting a common ancestor
node in the initial model, and thus correspond to the same program location. Then,
the procedure simplifies the predicates of all the nodes in companions(M, npre )
by removing the pairs of complementary predicates RP or ¬RP from the predicates
associated to the nodes (line 5). Finally, it connects all these nodes to the node npost ,
thus restoring the edges removed by the previous refinement step (lines 6–8), and
conservatively prunes the model by removing all redundant nodes in each companion
set (lines 9–15).
Redundant nodes may arise during the coarsening process because eliminating
parts of the predicates of the nodes may result in nodes that no longer represent
different subsets of concrete states. arc refines the model by partitioning the regions
represented by the nodes, thus ensuring that the nodes’regions do not overlap. Coarsening may result in a model where the region of a node npre is completely covered by
the regions of some of its companion nodes. When this happens (lines 10–11), npre
is redundant, and can be eliminated from the model, because its companions already
represent that state space region. Figure 11.8 exemplifies this situation. Figure 11.8a
depicts four companion nodes, obtained by three consecutive refinements with predicates A, B and C, respectively. By removing the refinement predicate B, coarsening
transforms the predicates of the nodes as shown in Fig. 11.8b. The two rightmost
companion nodes cover the same region ¬A that is also covered by the second node

Fig. 11.8 Example of
coarsening: a four
companion nodes, b after
dropping the B refinement
predicate, c after removing
the redundant node

(a)

(b)

(c)
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from the left. This node is thus redundant since the two rightmost companion nodes
fully describe the region ¬A and with better precision. Coarsening eliminates the
redundant node as shown in Fig. 11.8c. More formally, arc checks whether a node
npre is redundant by checking whether its predicate is logically implied by the predicate of at least one of its companions, npre (lines 10–11). arc checks the logical
validity of predicate(npre ) =⇒ predicate(npre ) efficiently by syntactically
comparing the clauses contained in the refinement predicates of the states.
Coarsening eliminates useless predicates from nodes, and useless nodes from the
model. In this way, it reduces both the amount of memory needed to store the model
and the size and complexity of the predicates, thus increasing the scalability of the
approach. Our hypothesis is that the additional computational effort introduced by
the coarsening computation, and by the re-computation of some refinements that
may be lost by coarsening, is counterbalanced by the reduced solver time because of
shorter predicates.

11.3 An Architecture for ARC-B
In this section we describe the architecture of the ARC-B tool (ARC for Branch
coverage testing) that implements arc for branch coverage, and works for programs
written in C. ARC-B is built on top of Crest,2 an automatic test case generator for
C, based on concolic execution. Crest relies on Cil3 for the instrumentation and
static analysis of C code, and on the Yices4 SMT solver.
Figure 11.9 shows the logical modules and the basic workflow of ARC-B, and
illustrates how it extends the functionality of Crest. White rectangles indicate the
modules of Crest reused in ARC-B, while grey rectangles indicate the new modules
of ARC-B. Arrows indicate both the computation steps, numbered from 0 to 10
according to the execution order, and the control and data dependencies between the
modules. The distinction between control and data dependencies is clear from the
context.
ARC-B first instruments the program under test with the Crest instrumenter to
enable concolic execution (step 0 in Fig. 11.9), and then generates test cases and
analyzes the feasibility of code elements by exploiting and refining a CFG-based
model of the program as discussed in the previous section. ARC-B extracts the
initial model from the static control flow graph, and records both the executed test
cases and the nodes of the model traversed by each test case.
ARC-B uses Crest to generate test cases and analyzes code elements for feasibility as follows. The Crest test driver executes the instrumented program with
some random test inputs that represent the initial test suite (steps 1 and 2 in Fig. 11.9).

2 http://jburnim.github.io/crest/.
3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/cil.
4 http://yices.csl.sri.com.
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Fig. 11.9 Logical modules and workflow of the ARC-B tool

We adapted the original Crest test driver to execute the program through the Gdb5
debugger, in order to enable the ARC-B tool to dynamically intercept the execution of each statement. The ARC-B coverage tracer inspects the executed branches
by querying Gdb on the validity of the model predicates on the executed branches
(step 3), and annotates the branches traversed by each test execution (step 4).
After each test execution, the ARC-B search engine selects the next target as
a not-yet-executed branch reachable in the model from the program entry point
(step 5). Then, the ARC-B search engine chooses a test case that executes the program
up to a frontier branch on a path towards the target, and executes this test case up to
the frontier (step 6).
As in Crest, running the instrumented program generates a concolic trace up to
the frontier branch (step 7). The ARC-B solver tries to satisfy the path condition
(step 8) to generate a new test case that traverses the frontier towards the new target
element. If the ARC-B solver succeeds in generating a test case that covers the new
target element, it passes the satisfying input values to the Crest test driver (step 9.1),
and the analysis iterates from step 2. Otherwise, ARC-B passes the unsatisfiable frontier to the ARC-B refiner (step 9.2) that refines the model as illustrated
in Sect. 11.2 to prune the infeasible transitions from the model (step 10) before
iterating step 5.
The ARC-B refiner does not produce false-positives upon recognizing infeasible
branches, since the refinement process is based on precise weakest pre-conditions.
However, ARC-B may not cover all target elements if the input values that result from
solving the path conditions at step 9.1 do not execute the corresponding frontiers.
This problem occurs when the concolic execution at step 7 computes approximated
path conditions, as Crest drops any nonlinear symbolic sub-expression to keep
5 http://www.gnu.org/software/gdb.
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the solver queries within the theory of linear calculus. Where this problem occurs,
ARC-B is unable to classify as either feasible or infeasible the frontier transitions,
and consequently cannot decide the feasibility of any unreached branch that depends
on these transitions, unless these branches are executed during the prosecution of the
analysis.

11.4 Using ARC-B with Industrial Software
Testing is an essential verification and validation activity, and the most popular way
of assessing the quality of software in industry [MBTS04]. A critical challenge is
automating the generation of test suites to assist developers in achieving adequate
testing and fostering deep explorations of the program state spaces beyond the limited
scope of manual testing. Automatic test generation techniques and tools (also called
test generators in this section) promise significant impact on the testing practice
by promoting extensively tested software within reasonable effort and cost bounds.
As automated test generators are slowly making their way from research to industrial practice, the question arises as to whether they are actually able to deliver the
promised advantages.
This stance is motivated by an analysis of the empirical studies available in the
literature that have previously tried to assess the effectiveness of automated test generators, e.g., the empirical studies presented in [CS04, GKS05, CGP+06, PLEB07,
MS07, CLOM08, GKL08, CDE08, BS08, TdH08, XTdHS09, LMH09, McM10].
Some of these studies only consider student programs or general-purpose programming libraries, which are hardly representative of industrial software. Most studies
compel test generators to expose only specific types of faults, e.g., program crashes
or violations of assertions embedded in the code. In general, test oracles are an important issue when using code-based test generators, since the oracles must be provided
independently of the test generator, and may affect fault detection, but there is very
little evidence of the effectiveness of code-based test generators in exposing faults
that do not manifest as crashes, or cannot be captured adequately (or economically)
by assertions. Some studies assess the relative effectiveness of test generators based
on code coverage indicators. While coverage is an interesting proxy measure of the
adequacy of testing, so far it is unclear to what extent it correlates with the ability
to elicit failures and reveal faults. In general, experimental data on the level of coverage accomplished through a testing approach provide weak feedback on the real
effectiveness of the approach.
Floating-point computations are another source of frequently overlooked challenges. As an example, most systematic test generation approaches rely on constraint solvers that in the state of the art provide very limited (if any) reasoning on
floating-point variables and arithmetics. As another example, floating-point divisions
by zero do not by themselves cause programs to crash, but rather produce special
values (according to the IEEE 754 floating-point standard), which may propagate as
silent failures and require a manual inspection of the program outputs to be detected.
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We are aware of only very limited data on the extent to which the approaches to
automatic test generation proposed in the literature can cope with programs that
involve nontrivial quantities of floating-point inputs and computations.
We rely on ARC-B to contribute an empirical study that engages the test generator with a family of programs with nontrivial domain-specific peculiarities. The
subject of study is a software component of a real-time and safety critical control
system that remotely operates maintenance robots within a test facility to validate
the maintenance operations of the ITER nuclear fusion plant. The component is programmed in C, implements several nonlinear computations, and is integrated within
a time-dependent control task specified in LabVIEW, which is a graphical language
used to design embedded systems. We consider four programs that are incremental
versions from the version history of this component.
The study pursues experimental data to answer the research question on the effectiveness of the test generator in exposing failures of the subject programs. The study
challenges ARC-B in many ways. First, the subject programs accept as input floatingpoint variables, and involve floating-point arithmetics to a large extent. Systematic
test generators in general (and ARC-B in particular) offer limited support in coping
with floating-point arithmetics. Rather than sidestepping the issue, we analyze the
suitability of workarounds based on modeling floating-point computations over the
domain of integers. Second, we target domain-specific failures that are not specified
as code assertions, since writing assertions is not a common practice in the referenced
industrial domain (and probably in many other industrial domains), and in fact our
subject programs contain no assertions. During the study, we also discovered that,
while failures where indeed happening throughout the execution of the generated
test cases against the subject programs, no failure manifested as a crash of the program under test, and we could only rely on manual oracles in order to pinpoint any
failure. In this respect, our study sheds some light on whether and how ARC-B can
effectively be used in this type of non-facilitated context.
As a whole, the results reported in this section contribute empirical evidence
that ARC-B can expose both unknown (and subtle) bugs in the industrial programs
considered, confirming the potential of the test generator, but also highlighting its
current limitations and obstacles to applicability. We also show that there can be
merit in combining different types of test generation approaches in complementary,
even synergic fashion.

11.4.1 Research Questions
We set up an experiment that tests ARC-B against a sample of industrial software
with characteristics that are notoriously challenging for the technology that underlies test generators. The challenging characteristics of the subject software include
interprocedural structures, floating-point arithmetics, and the unavailability of code
assertions to be used as testing oracles.
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When experimenting with any given test generation tool, the least intrusive
approach is to launch the tool out of the box against the software in the shape
delivered by the developers. Unfortunately, we had to face practical problems that
prevented us from setting up an experiment following such a direct approach.
A major obstacle was the need for test oracles sufficient to evaluate test effectiveness. In fact, a code-based test generator can directly (read with no human intervention) unveil only program failures that manifest in the form of program crashes or
violations of specification contracts implemented as assertions in the code. Unfortunately, our subject programs contained no assertions, and interviews with the developers confirmed that writing assertions is uncommon in their software process. No
test case resulted in run-time exceptions or program crashes either. Even though
deeper analysis of the test results (refer to Sect. 11.4.3) revealed that run-time problems were actually happening, such as floating-point underflows and divisions by
zero, the standard semantics of floating-point operations handles these exceptional
cases by returning special values, such as NaN (not a number) or Inf (infinity), that
were being silently propagated by the subject programs.
In the light of this consideration, we had to embrace additional assumptions in
order to make the experiment produce interpretable data. The least assumption for
applying any of the selected test generators was that we could rely on manual oracles,
that is, we engaged domain experts in evaluating the outputs of the subject programs
when executed against the generated test suites, aiming to identify the occurrence of
failures different from program crashes.
Having to rely on manual oracles introduced the need to generate test suites of
manageable size. We addressed this need by instructing the test generators to retain
only test cases that increased branch coverage: We regarded this as an inexpensive
method of controlling the size of the test suites, while delivering test cases with good
chances of capturing behaviors not yet seen. It is, however, easy to think of other,
possibly more effective, methods of achieving a similar goal, and thus our choice
introduces a threat to the internal validity of the experiment: We might experience
ineffective test suites because of the test selection strategy based on branch coverage,
rather than because of deficiencies of the test generators. In general, the worse the
effectiveness of the generated test suites, the higher the potential impact of this threat
on the validity of the conclusions that can be drawn from our results.
Our experiment specifically addresses the following research question:
Q1 Is ARC-B augmented with branch coverage-based test selection strategies effective in exposing relevant bugs in our sample industrial software?
This research question is a refined version of the one stated at the beginning of
this section, under the assumptions and the threats to validity of the test selection
strategy.
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11.4.2 Experiment Setup
This section presents the design of our experiment. We describe the subject programs
and provide the core domain knowledge needed to understand the results of our testing
activity, introduce the test generators selected for the experiment, and illustrate the
experimental procedure undertaken with each test generator.
Subject Programs
ITER is part of a series of experimental fusion reactors which are meant to investigate
the feasibility of using nuclear fusion as a practical source of energy and demonstrate the maintainability of such plants [Shi04, Kei97]. Due to very specialized
requirements, the maintenance operations of the ITER reactor demand the development and testing of several new technologies related to software, mechanics, and
electrical and control engineering. Many of these technologies are under investigation at the Divertor Test Platform (DTP2) at VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland [MET+07]. DTP2 embeds a real-time and safety critical control system for
remotely operated tools and manipulation devices to handle the reactor components
for maintenance [HHH+02]. The control system is implemented using C, LabVIEW
and IEC 61131 programming languages.
The software component chosen for this study is part of the motion trajectory
control system of the manipulation devices. The software is implemented in C. It
provides an interface between the operator and the manipulator. The operator inputs
the target position of the manipulator, along with the maximum velocity, initial
velocity, maximum acceleration and maximum deceleration, as physical constraints
on the generated trajectory. As a result, the software plans the movement of the
manipulator, interpolating a trajectory between two given points in n-dimensional
space, where n is the number of physical joints in the manipulator. It returns outputs
in the form of smooth motions, so that the manipulator’s joints accelerate, move, and
decelerate within the physical bounds until the target position is reached. This avoids
the mechanical stress on the structure of the manipulator, ensuring its integrity and
safety. It also keeps the desired output forces of the joints’ actuators in check. The
correctness of such software plays a key role in the reliability of the control system
of the ITER maintenance equipment.
The software aims to produce the trajectories in such a way that all the joints
start and finish their motion at the same time. This constraint is fulfilled by slowing
down the motion of certain joints, and it is ensured that the acceleration and velocity
constraints are not violated for any of the joints. The software ensures that all joints
finish their motion at the same time by reducing acceleration and velocities for certain
joints. The component is designed to be compiled as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL)
to work with MATLAB or LabVIEW.
This experiment considers four incremental versions of the subject software. Code
size ranges between 250 and 1,000 lines of code. The number of branches ranges
between 36 and 74. All versions include six functions with maximum cyclomatic
complexity equal to 11.
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Baseline version The baseline version is the main working implementation of the
software, which can be compiled to run in the LabVIEW real-time environment. This
version was used to test the motion characteristics of a water hydraulic manipulator.
Platform change (buggy) version The second version considered in the study is
fundamentally a platform change of the baseline version. This version provides the
same functionality, but is designed to compile as a DLL to work in the MATLAB
Simulink environment. It was implemented to simulate and plan motions in the
virtual environment before executing them on a real manipulator, aiming to enhance
the safety of operations.
Platform change (fixed) version The third version considered in the study is a bug
fix of the second one. In fact, the above MATLAB version contains a particular bug
causing the manipulator to violate the maximum velocity and acceleration limits.
This bug remained in the software for several years before it was detected and fixed
in this version.
New implementation The fourth version considered in the study is a new, recently
proposed implementation of the same functionality, rectifying unwanted behaviors
in the previous implementations. The component has not been tested in a real environment yet, and thus it is not yet known whether this new implementation provides
the proper functionality.
Handling Floating-Point Inputs
The ARC-B test generator embraces dynamic symbolic execution to progressively explore the program paths and relies on constraint solvers to find assignments of input variables that make those paths execute. State-of-the-art constraint
solver technologies at the generally exhibit limitations when reasoning on formulas that involve floating-point variables and arithmetics. Some constraint solvers,
e.g., Yices [DdM06], which is the one integrated in the implementation of dynamic
symbolic execution in ARC-B, do not allow floating-point variables as input on this
basis.
The industrial software considered in our study takes as input only floating-point
variables, and we could not derive any relevant information from directly testing
ARC-B against this software. Thus, we searched for workarounds to empower test
generators that do not natively support floating-point inputs.
We experimented with simulating the floating-point arithmetics over suitably
interpreted integer values, after integrating the subject programs with programming
libraries that provide simulations of this type. This amounts to performing a code
transformation that reshapes the subject programs to work with integer inputs, and
applying the dynamic-symbolic-execution-based test generators on the programs
transformed in this way. We did so by integrating the subject programs with either
of two publicly available libraries that implement a fixed-point approximation of
floating-point computations,6 and a simulation of the floating point IEEE 754 seman6 http://sourceforge.net/projects/fixedptc.
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tics over integer-typed inputs interpreted at the bit level,7 respectively. Using the
fixed-point approximation did not work: The resulting loss of precision affected
the correctness of the analysis to a large extent, yielding several spurious executions and crashes of the programs that blocked the test generators from proceeding.
Our experiment discards this approach as not viable on this basis. Reshaping the
subject programs on top of the integer-based floating point simulation library did
indeed yield analyzable programs, at the cost of a tenfold increase in the number of
branches. (Note that, despite the code transformations, we will evaluate the generated
test suites for effectiveness against the original subject programs, in order to achieve
results comparable with those of the test generators that do not have to rely on any
code transformation.)
Experimental Procedure
We ran the test generator against the subject programs up to saturation. We defined
saturation as experiencing no coverage increase for an arbitrary budget of 10,000
test generation attempts, or autonomous termination before this budget.
Throughout the test generation process, we only retained test cases that increment
the branch coverage of the program under test over the already generated test cases.
Generating test suites across the subject programs, we worked by the rule of test
suite augmentation [SCA+08], that is, we started the selection of new test cases
after executing the test suite generated (by the given test generator) for the previous
version, and retained only the test cases that increase coverage further. We computed
the coverage indicators with gcov.8
We executed all the generated test suites to collect failure data. We manually
inspected the test outcomes by looking at the trajectories of the manipulator’s joints
generated by the subject programs, with support by VTT experts for the analysis of
the plots. The subject programs yield the trajectory data of the joints as sextuples
of floating-point values. Each sextuple represents the trajectory of a joint by the
times (three values) up to which the joint has to accelerate, cruise at peak velocity,
and decelerate, respectively, and the corresponding (other three values) acceleration,
peak velocity, and deceleration in each phase. For each test case in the test suites, we
collected and analyzed the trajectory data in two forms: the values of the sextuples
yielded and the plots of the resulting movements of the joints and their velocities over
time. We searched the sextuples for (unexpected) 0, NaN or Inf values, and the plots
for unexpected or inconsistent shapes across the subject programs. All test suites and
problem reports from our testing activity were submitted to developers at VTT to
collect the feedback of domain experts on the relevance of the test cases generated
and the correctness of our observations.
Offline, we tabulated the failure data of each test suite for comparison, by recognizing distinct failures that can be exposed by multiple test suites. At the end of this
process, we had collected seven distinct failures that we describe in detail in the next
section, and tracked each test suite to the exposed (distinct) failures.
7 http://www.jhauser.us/arithmetic/SoftFloat.html.
8 gcov

is part of the GNU Compiler Collection.
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Table 11.1 Failures detected by automatically generated test cases
Failure ID Description
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5
F6

F7

Floating-point imprecision with small input values: In
the presence of very small input values the program
computes bad output values, e.g., unexpected 0.0 or
Inf values
No robustness with all-zero accelerations: If both the
values of the maximum acceleration and maximum
deceleration are set to zero, the program computes bad
output values, e.g., unexpected 0.0 or Inf values
No robustness with negative accelerations: If either the
value of the maximum acceleration or maximum
deceleration is a negative number, the program
computes bad output values, e.g., unexpected 0.0 or
Inf values
Wrong peak velocity in presence of quiet joints: If
there are quiet joints (same origin and destination
positions), the program will issue movements at up to
double or triple the maximum velocity
Quiet joints that move: If there are quiet joints other
than the first one, the program will cause them to move
Slowness due to single instant peak velocity: The
program issues a smooth progressive increase in
acceleration up to peak velocity and a smooth
progressive deceleration from then on. This results in
(unwanted) slower movements than when applying the
maximum acceleration and deceleration at once
Unaccounted maximum deceleration: The program
refers to the value of maximum acceleration to
compute both acceleration and deceleration
movements, possibly exceeding the physical limits of
the device when the maximum deceleration is lower
than the maximum acceleration
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Identified in
Baseline

Baseline

Baseline

Platform change (buggy)

Platform change (buggy)
New implementation

New implementation

11.4.3 Results of the Experiment
Executing the test suites generated in our experiment revealed the failures summarized in Table 11.1. Other than revealing the known bug (failure F4) in the subject
program platform change (buggy) version, these failures expose relevant and previously unknown problems. Below we describe all the problems in detail.
Running the test suites generated for the baseline version, that is, the reference
LabVIEW version of the component under test, we observed failures F1, F2 and F3.
Table 11.2 reports trajectory data (columns Output) yielded by the baseline program
for the inputs (columns Input) of some test cases that unveiled a given failure (column
Failure). The inputs include maximum and initial velocity, maximum acceleration
and maximum deceleration of the joints. Origin and destination positions are omitted
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Table 11.2 Trajectory data computed by the baseline program for some generated test cases
Failure Input
Output
#
Max
Initial Max Max
Accelerate
Keep peak vel. Decelerate
vel.
vel.
acc. dec.
for m/s2
for m/s
for
m/s2
F1
F2
F3

1.4e-45
5.0
5.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

5.0
0.0
2.0

1.4e-45
0.0
−1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

5.0
−0.0001
−2.0

inf
inf
inf

1.4e-45
−0.0
−0.0

0.0 1.4e-45
0.0 −0.0001
−0.0 1.0

Fig. 11.10 Movement of joint 2 when executing a test case

for space reasons. The outputs are the sextuples of trajectory data. These data show
that the program fails to handle very small input values (failure F1), and combinations
of the input parameters that include all zero (failure F2) or some negative (failure F3)
values of the maximum acceleration/deceleration of the joints. The failures display
as unexpected 0.0 and Inf values in the outputs. Debugging revealed that failure F1
is due to floating-point underflows in a multiplication that involves the small values,
while failures F2 and F3 derive from divisions by zero, in turn caused by a function
that returns 0 for unexpected inputs. From VTT experts we learned that, although
these inputs hardly ever occur, such (unknown) problems call for the robustness
checks in the program to be strengthened to avoid future issues.
Running the augmented test suites generated for the platform change versions, that
is, the versions adapted from the baseline version to migrate from the LabVIEW to the
MATLAB platform, we observed failures F4 and F5, both exposed by augmentation
test cases derived on version platform change (buggy). Figure 11.10 plots data from
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a test case in which the input values for the origin and destination positions of joint
1 are exactly equal, that is, joint 1 is expected to be a quiet joint, a joint that does not
move. The plot illustrates the movement of joint 2 in this case, as issued by the buggy
platform change version and the fixed platform change version, respectively. Due to
the (recently fixed) bug, the former version clearly results in higher velocity than the
latter one (failure F4). At the code level the fault consists of a sequence of assignments
that may double or triple the value of maximum velocity in the presence of quiet
joints. The equality constraints to execute these assignments are the typical case in
which directed testing based on dynamic symbolic execution outperforms random
testing; The equality constraints are easy to solve from the symbolic path conditions,
while the probability of randomly generating equal values is infinitesimal. In fact,
the augmentation test cases that pinpoint this bug were identified by test generators
based on dynamic symbolic execution to cover the equality constraints mistakenly
inserted in the platform change (buggy) version.
The augmented test suite uncovered another unknown failure (failure F5) in the
programs, due to a division by zero that produces NaN in the trajectory data of quiet
joints. The NaN value interferes with the conditional control structures, so that the
program fails to update the position of the joint according to the trajectory. The
observed outcome is that, if the quiet joint is not first in the list, its movement is
tracked as exactly equal to the joint that precedes it, that is, the program actually
causes the quiet joint to move. Figure 11.11 illustrates this behavior with reference
to a test case in which joint 3 is specified as a quiet joint, but its actual trajectory is
different than expected. This bug has been confirmed and indicated as very important
by VTT experts.

Fig. 11.11 Movement of joint 3 when executing a test case
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Running the augmented test suites generated for the new implementation version,
that is, the recently proposed re-implementation of the functionality of the baseline
version, we observed failures F6 and F7. While overall the test cases highlighted the
expected change of behavior of the new implementation with respect to the baseline
program, i.e., that the new implementation approximates to the gradual (rather than
immediate) accelerations of the physical movements, the test also revealed problems
with the new implementation. First, the new implementation computes incremental accelerations that always produce single-instant peak velocity, and then slower
movements than are physically possible (failure F6). Second, it does not account
for the maximum deceleration if different from the maximum acceleration (failure
F7), which may entail important practical issues with the physical limitations of the
manipulator. These problems can easily be spotted in Fig. 11.12, which plots the
velocity of a joint in a test case. Replicating the available test cases against a new
version is typical of regression testing; we did not observe any notable behavior
related to the test cases specifically computed with test suite augmentation for this
version. However, we regard as a very positive outcome the fact that the automatically generated test cases can produce informative (and readily available) data for a
new version of the software that has not yet been tested in the field.
Table 11.3 gives further detail on the test cases and branch coverage contributed
when considering the subject programs. For the baseline version, the test generator
produced 20 test cases that cover 86 % of the branches. For the version platform
change (buggy), the test generator augmented the test suite of the baseline version
with 12 additional test cases, resulting in coverage of 88 % of the branches. For the
version platform change (fixed), the test generator did not produce any additional test
cases over the test suite of the previous (buggy) version. The final coverage was 83 %

Fig. 11.12 Velocity of joint 2 when executing a test case
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Table 11.3 Test cases and coverage
Baseline
version
Previous version test suite
(branch coverage)
Generated test cases
(branch coverage)

n.a
20
(86 %)
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Platform
Platform
change (buggy) change (fixed)

New implementation

20
(72 %)
32
(88 %)

20
(84 %)
23
(86 %)

32
(83 %)
32
(83 %)

of the branches of this version. For the version new implementation, the test generator
produced three additional test cases over the test suite of the baseline version, with
a total coverage of 86 % of the branches.
Threats to Validity
Here we discuss the most important factors that may affect the internal and external
validity of our study, and outline the strategies we used to reduce their impact.
In the experiments, we selected test cases that produce increments of branch
coverage up to saturation. Different selection or halting criteria might have induced
different test cases and then different results. As above, we remark that the introduced
bias is pessimistic, either because we may have halted the generation process too
soon, or because we may have dropped test cases that elicit some failure, though
not increasing branch coverage. We can, therefore, assume that this threat has low
impact on the results related to research question Q1.
Handling floating-point calculations with the simulation libraries led to analyzing
a code transformation of the original subject programs, with an increase of the total
number of branches up to a factor of 10. This may threaten the comparability of the
results with respect to the coverage of the original code. We addressed this threat
by using the transformed code only to generate the test suites, while we collected
the failure and coverage data on the original programs in all cases, thus fostering
comparable results.
Our experiment analyzes a restricted number of versions of a software system. The
features of the selected experimental subjects are representative of the several other
real-time control systems that are being developed at the VTT Research Centre, but
we are aware that the results of a single experiment cannot be directly generalized.
More specifically, it is unclear whether the results obtained generalize across software of different sizes, written in different programming languages and for different
application domains. We are currently planning to repeat our experiment with other
subject programs developed at VTT, and we are contacting other industrial partners
to collect further data.
Discussion
As a main result, this study augments the body of knowledge in the field by contributing empirical evidence that test generators can be effective on industrial software,
up to exposing bugs that had escaped detection during the testing of a prototype
deployment of the safety critical system of which the subject programs of the study
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form part. The bugs found in this study relate to unknown robustness issues with
unchecked implicit preconditions and possible floating-point underflows, corner case
behaviors on singular inputs, and unwanted inconsistencies between a reimplementation of a core algorithm and its baseline version.
Our experiment confirms the difficulty test generators based on dynamic symbolic execution have handling programs that prevalently involve floating-point computations. Being able to effectively analyze programs that exploit non-linear and
floating-point arithmetics was a strong requirement in our study. This probably generalizes to many other relevant industrial domains. We experimented with a possible
workaround based on reshaping the subject programs by means of a programming
library that simulates floating-point computations (according to the standard IEEE
754) over the domain of integers, and then executing the test generators on the resulting programs, but we did not observe evidence that this approach can guarantee good
results in general. Our experience indicates that support for floating-point arithmetics
is an important milestone on the path to exploiting the full potential of test generators
based on dynamic symbolic execution in industry.
Another conclusion that can be drawn from our study is that test generators must be
able to integrate with manual oracles, since addressing program crashes or uncaught
run-time exceptions can be insufficient. Other than testifying to the scarce use of
code assertions in industrial software, our study provides evidence that even lowlevel violations, such as floating-point divisions by zero, can result in silent failures.
We are now working with VTT and other industrial partners to replicate this study,
aiming to generalize the current results.

11.5 DeltaTest
This section describes DeltaTest, a technical solution that integrates ARC-B with the
program slicer described in Chap. 10 to better address the testing of code that specifically relates to software upgrades. DeltaTest is a novel test generation technology,
specifically aimed at automatically generating test suites for software upgrades of C
programs.
Rationale
The experimental experience gained by applying ARC-B to the VTT case study led
us to observe that ARC-B, although able to target the search for test cases towards
the region of code impacted by software changes, does not directly take advantage of
information about which parts of the code are impacted by a given software upgrade.
While in some cases ARC-B quickly covers the changes and elicits meaningful
errors, we can easily imagine situations in which ARC-B might be unable to direct
the search towards the changes, and might waste testing budget or even get stuck
while analyzing upgrade-irrelevant regions of code.
We start from a notion of upgrade-relevant testing that stems from the basic remark
that software upgrades can:
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• Add new functionalities. In this case, the validation technology should determine
whether the semantics of the existing software functionalities is preserved, or
regressions are introduced.
• Modify the implementation of deployed functionalities without altering their
semantics (optimizations, refactoring). In this case also, the validation must determine whether the upgrade preserves program semantics or regresses.
• Modify the semantics of deployed functionalities (bug fixes, requirement changes).
In this case, the validation technology must both detect regressions and validate
the modified functionality against its previous implementation.
To support all these scenarios, testing must elicit behavioral differences between
the base and upgraded versions of the software, and expose them to the subsequent
inference and analysis steps of the verification and validation framework.
The existing approaches to automatic testing of software upgrades usually focus on
the problem of efficiently covering the modified version of an upgraded program starting from and augmenting the test suites available for the baseline version [MC12],
or do a limited interprocedural impact analysis [ZLLH12].
According to our experience, after a software upgrade, the coverage of the new
version is a necessary, but not always a sufficient step to achieve the main goal of
exposing behavioral differences across software versions. This happens when the
behaviors caused by the execution of the upgraded code propagate to the unmodified
parts of the code that effectively depend on them, and are responsible for producing
observable outputs. The abovementioned approaches are sufficient in cases where
the changes are big, or the statements that are affected by the impact of changes are
close to the modified region of code. These cases do not reflect all the situations that
may arise in practice. As an example, let us consider the addition of a component
implementing a new functionality to a complex and huge software system. It is often
the case that the new component has a very narrow interaction with the existing
software system. For example, we are aware of a software system developed by our
industrial partners that consists of several independent modules that interact with a
centralized scheduler. Thus, the fix of a bug in a module has its effects only on the
parts of the system that schedule that module and gather its output.
The motivation for an approach like DeltaTest comes from the need, in cases such
as the one exemplified above, to efficiently generate tests that elicit the behavioral
differences across software versions under the following assumptions:
• The software upgrade relates to a narrow portion of the software system under
test,
• There exist regression test suites that exercise the pre-upgrade version of the software in a way that has been reckoned as sufficient at the moment (in the past)
when that version has been tested, and
• The region of unmodified code whose behavior is impacted by the changes is well
localized although it does not coincide with the changes themselves.
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Fig. 11.13 General architecture of DeltaTest

General Architecture of DeltaTest
Figure 11.13 illustrates the high-level architecture of DeltaTest. DeltaTest consists
of three modules. The first, called COVGEN, takes as inputs the original (V1) and
modified (V2) versions of the software under test (SUT), analyzes the impact of the
upgrades with respect to the invariant part of the software, and produces as output a
set of coverage targets (C) for V2 that well represent the impacted code.
The second module, called ANNOTE in Fig. 11.13, takes as inputs version V2
and the coverage targets in C, and produces an instrumented version of V2. The
instrumented version is behaviorally equivalent to V2 but has the coverage targets
made explicit in the code.
The third block is the ARC-B test generator. It receives as inputs the instrumented
version V2 and regression test suite that had been produced (possibly but not necessarily with ARC-B itself) for version V1, and automatically generates test cases
aimed at fully covering the feasible targets in C.
We will now describe the modules COVGEN and ANNOTE in details, while
ARC-B has already been described earlier in this chapter.
COVGEN
The COVGEN module is structured as the cascade of two blocks, as shown in
Fig. 11.14. The first block detects the changes between versions V1 and V2, and

Fig. 11.14 Structure of the COVGEN module
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calculates from them a set of source code lines in V2 that are impacted by the
change. The current incarnation of this block is built over a combination of the standard GNU diff utility, used to detect the source code lines that have changed, and the
C program slicer described in Chap. 10.
The slicer is used to detect the code that does not directly belong to the set of
statements computed by diff, but depends indirectly on those statements. Technically,
the slicer takes as input an annotated C program, where the annotations indicate the
relevant points in the program to be used as criteria for slicing. The annotations
can be either labels to statements, or assertions. The slicer produces as output either
a forward slice based on the labeled statements, or a backward slice based on the
assertion. The slice contains all the statements that are control- or data-dependent
either on the labeled statements (forward dependence) or on the assertions (backward
dependence). The slicer is described in more details in Chap. 10.
The algorithm used in COVGEN to calculate the set of coverage targets C from
V1 and V2 works as follows. First, COVGEN executes GNU diff to determine the
statements that differ between the original and modified regions of code. Then, it
syntactically analyzes the code in version V2 and marks all the statements computed
by diff within the code of version V2. Finally, it adds assertions to force all conditionals and assignments that have been marked by the diff tool as corresponding
to behave differently. The slicer processes the annotated program, and its output S
becomes the input to the MAPPER block.
The MAPPER block takes S as input and calculates a set of targets C for the
automatic test generation phase. For this purpose, it may perform a further static
analysis of V2. This phase is necessary to transform S into an acceptable input for
ARC-B, and to facilitate test generation. The transformations currently performed
by the MAPPER block are the following.
Adaptation ARC-B requires a list of branches as its targets list, thus the MAPPER
block calculates a set of branches whose coverage ensures adequate coverage of S.
Since branch coverage subsumes statement coverage, the current implementation
of the MAPPER block trivially selects all the branches in S.
Acceleration When S is deeply nested in the control flow of the program, and no
regression test comes sufficiently close to S, a targeted search may perform worse
than a full one. The MAPPER block applies heuristics to work around this issue
and accelerate convergence towards the targets. The heuristics currently implemented in the MAPPER block insert hints in the set of targets C, i.e., additional
coverage targets on paths from the program entry to S. Concretely, MAPPER
calculates the hints as the dominators in the control flow graph of the branches in
S, up to some configurable depth level.
ANNOTE
The ANNOTE module instruments the code of V2 to add information that is needed
by ARC-B to recognize the targets detected by the COVGEN module. It is implemented as a pass in the CIL (C Intermediate Language) front end.
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Illustrative Example
As an illustrative example, we will show how DeltaTest exploits the analysis produced by the slicer to target the ARC-B search by considering as example the TCAS
software system. TCAS is an onboard aircraft conflict detection and resolution system used by US commercial aircraft, which has been widely studied in academia as a
benchmark for safety critical applications. We considered the TCAS implementation
available from the Software artifact Infrastructure Repository (SIR) [DER05]. The
experimental work described in this section focuses on the component of TCAS that
is responsible for finding the best Resolution Advisory (RA), suggesting to the pilot
to either climb or descend, according to the relative position and speed of a nearby
aircraft. The component, originally written in C, has been the subject of previous
software engineering experiments.
Figure 11.15 reports a snippet of the TCAS source code. Input data is assumed
to be stored in a set of global variables: Own_Tracked_Alt (the altitude of the
aircraft on which TCAS is deployed), Other_Tracked_Alt (the altitude of the
approaching aircraft), Cur_Vertical_Sep (the vertical separation between the
aircraft), Up_Separation, and Down_Separation (the estimated vertical separation that a climbing, respectively descending, maneuver would yield). The vertical
separation at the closest point of approach is considered to be adequate if it is greater
than a threshold value (Positive_RA_Alt_Thresh), which can be considered
a system constant. The RA is calculated by the alt_sep_test() function, which
performs an exhaustive analysis of the possible combination of two Boolean flags,
need_upward_RA and need_downward_RA. These flags, in turns, are calculated by a number of auxiliary functions, none containing loops or recursion.
The TCAS code has 92 branches, but since need_upward_RA and need_down
ward_RA cannot both be true, five of them are unreachable. ARC-B covers all the
TCAS reachable branches with 23 test cases and about 20 min of computation.
Next, we consider a modification to the base version of the TCAS RA calculation
algorithm. We aim to simulate a scenario where a new requirement prescribes that,
if a maneuver separation is smaller than a fixed threshold, the corresponding RA
must not be applied. The modification comprises two blocks of code. The first block
determines whether the estimated separation is sufficiently precise, and stores the
result in a global variable. The second consumes the value stored in this variable
and sets the RA to UNRESOLVED based on it. We injected the two blocks in two
different functions, Own_Above_Threat() and alt_sep_test(), to simulate
the situation where a change and the manifestation of its effect are distant in the
program’s CFG. The two blocks are shown in Fig. 11.15 as the code between comment
lines UPGRADE : BEGIN and UPGRADE : END.
Based on these changes, we performed an experiment to compare ARC-B and
DeltaTest in achieving 100 % feasible coverage of the targets they assume for the
modified version of TCAS. Table 11.4 reports the results of the experiment.
We assumed as initial regression suite the one obtained by executing ARC-B
on the base version of TCAS up to 100 % feasible branch coverage. The modified
version has five more branches than the base version, and the regression suite covers
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Table 11.4 Comparison between ARC-B and DeltaTest on TCAS
Total number Branches
Branches
Branches
of branches
covered by
covered by
proved
regression
tool execution unreachable
suite
by tool
execution
ARC-B on
base version
ARC-B on
modified
version (with
base version
test suite)
DeltaTest
(with base
version test
suite)

Time (avg) (s)

92

–

87

5

1321

96

89

2

5

1397

96

89

2

0

36

89 branches, leaving seven branches uncovered. Out of these seven branches, five
were already present in the base version and were infeasible, and two have been
newly introduced in the modified version. These two branches are located in the
Own_Above_Threat() and in the alt_sep_test() functions respectively, and
are detected by DeltaTest as specifically related to the modifications introduced in
the last version. Thus, we ran both ARC-B and DeltaTest on the modified version
up to 100 % coverage of the targets established by each tool—all seven uncovered
branches for ARC-B, the two branches related to the modification in the case of
DeltaTest. The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 11.4, and below
we briefly comment on them.
DeltaTest detects that only two of the seven uncovered branches are affected by the
change. Incidentally, the five unaffected branches are the hard (unreachable) ones,
which ARC-B considers as possible testing targets. In this ideal case DeltaTest rapidly
converges in a few seconds, because both its targets can be easily reached from the
regression tests. By contrast, ARC-B does not prioritize the two reachable branches
over the five unreachable ones, and spends most of its execution time proving the
unreachability of the five branches not affected by the change.
This illustrative example shows how DeltaTest can save a significant amount
of testing effort under the assumption that the changes and the code that depend on
them are small when compared to the overall size of the code. We maintain that using
DeltaTest yields an advantage whenever the regression test suite is not completely
adequate with respect to the whole system, but contains tests that come close to the
code impacted by the change.
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11.6 Related Work
Research in the field of automated structural testing dates back to the seminal works
by [BEL75, Kin76, Cla76]. The last decade has seen increasing industrial and academic interest in the topic.
A well-established line of research exploits symbolic execution, i.e., the simulation of program execution along a prescribed set of control flow paths to the code
elements to be covered. Symbolic execution calculates path constraints over program inputs, and solves them to generate test cases. Approaches based on symbolic
execution must select a set of feasible paths leading to the code elements to be
covered. Static analysis of the control flow graph is perhaps the oldest, and bestknown, approach to identify such paths. Recent tools adopting this approach are
Java PathFinder [VPK04], Exe [CGP+06], and Klee [CDE08].
An essential problem that this approach must face is the infeasibility of statically
identifiable control flow paths: Paths found by static analysis may not correspond to
any program computation, and thus tools must decide about path feasibility, usually
by querying an external decision procedure. The problem of deciding about element
feasibility makes an automated test case generator strongly dependent on the theories
that the solver of choice is able to manage efficiently. [YM89] provided experimental
evidence that deciding about the feasibility of code elements depends on the complexity of the path constraint associated with the elements and thus on the depth of
the elements in the control graph: The deeper an element is in the control flow graph,
the harder is to decide about its feasibility. Usually, invoking a decision procedure is
the slowest step of test case generation.
To overcome these issues, several authors have studied dynamic test case generation techniques. Dynamic approaches learn about feasible control flow paths from
the execution of previous test cases, and use such knowledge to simplify the construction of new test cases. [Kor92] and [FK96] combined test case execution and
dynamic dataflow analysis to identify the variables responsible for steering the program towards a given control flow path. [CS05] introduced Check’n’Crash which
generates test cases by trying to violate the verification conditions produced by a
static symbolic program analysis. [CSX08] evolved Check’n’Crash into DSDCrasher which strives to reduce the exploration scope by dynamically inferring
likely preconditions from the execution of tests, and discarding all the executions
that violate the inferred preconditions.
Concolic (concrete-symbolic) testing is a recent approach to test case generation,
which is attracting considerable interest. Introduced by [GKS05] with the Dart
tool and by [SMA05] with the Cute tool, concolic execution is a lightweight form of
symbolic execution that is performed along the feasible control flow paths discovered
by previous test cases. Concolic execution yields a set of path constraints that are
mangled to obtain path predicates that characterize unexplored branches. Solving
these path predicates yields test cases that both reach not-yet-covered branches and
discover new paths involving these branches. On average, concolic execution halves
the number of solver invocations, and exploits input values from previous test cases
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to guess possible solutions to path conditions that do not belong to the theories of the
solver in use. With Sage, [GLM08] specialized concolic execution to target security
faults.
Both static and dynamic test case generation techniques suffer from the state
space explosion problem, as they explore the possible program behaviors in search
of suitable test cases, and may diverge by getting stuck on the analysis of an infinite
set of infeasible behaviors. Dynamic techniques also suffer from the fact that the
initial set of program paths that seed the analysis can bias the explored region of the
state space. Dart and Cute start from a set of random tests, and explore program
paths in depth-first order. As a consequence, they may generate massive test suites
that cover only a small subset of the code elements. For this reason, several studies
investigated variants of the approach based on different exploration strategies. [BS08]
defined heuristics that guide the exploration of the program execution space based
on the program control flow to speed up branch coverage, and implemented these
heuristics in Crest. [XTdHS09] introduced heuristics based on a fitness function
that measures the distance between paths and code elements not yet covered. The
heuristics proposed so far yield fast convergence in some practical cases, but they may
degrade convergence in other cases. Furthermore, heuristics do not solve the problem
of infeasible elements that may cause the analysis to diverge when an infeasible
element belongs to infinitely many static program paths.
Another strand of research aims to reduce the number of explored program paths
at the expense of some precision. [MS07] proposed hybrid concolic testing that alternates random and concolic testing: Random testing supports wide-range exploration
of the program state space, and concolic testing guarantees exhaustive local search
of the most promising regions. [CKC11] introduced a framework for the testing and
analysis of programs based on Klee, which alternates symbolic and concrete execution to reduce the number of explored paths, and discussed how this framework
allows one to choose a performance/accuracy tradeoff suitable for a given analysis. Other approaches exploit the computational power of multi-core processors, and
accelerate the exploration of the symbolic space by parallelizing it [SP10, BUZC11].
A different line of research, pioneered by [CSE96], exploits model-checking techniques to generate test cases. These approaches recast the testing problem as a model
checking one by abstracting the program under test to a model, expressing the target
coverage criterion in temporal logic formulas, and then returning the counterexamples produced by the model checker as test cases. [FWA09] provided a comprehensive
survey of these approaches. These techniques suffer from the problem of suitably
reconciling tractability and precision when modeling the system under test, must
deal with state space explosion, and may diverge while trying to cover infeasible
elements.
Recently, some research groups investigated abstract interpretation techniques
to generalize the code coverage problem beyond the classic control and data flow
abstractions. [Bal03] suggested covering the feasible states of predicate abstractions
of the systems under test as a new class of adequacy criteria, and proved that these
criteria subsume many classic control flow criteria [Bal04]. [BCH+04] integrated
abstraction refinement and symbolic execution to better target coverage criteria.
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These approaches can prove the infeasibility of some targets by successive model
refinements, and thus can converge even in the presence of infeasible targets.
To the best of our knowledge, ARC-B is the first attempt to integrate test case generation and infeasibility analysis to improve structural code coverage. Our approach
integrates test case generation and test case execution along the lines of Synergy
[GHK+06], and adopts an inexpensive approach to the computation of refinement
predicates based on weakest preconditions as in Dash [BNR+10]. Synergy and
Dash focus on formal verification, while we target structural testing. Furthermore,
what clearly distinguishes arc from the approaches available in the literature is
the introduction of coarsening, to control model size explosion in the presence of
multiple targets.
While the literature abounds in definitions of new approaches, the studies that
compare them one against the other are mostly similar in their rationale, especially
in how they measure the effectiveness of tools. Testing aims at maximizing the
number of discovered faults for a given testing effort budget. As the total number of
faults in a software system is not quantifiable a priori, managers resort to assessing
the thoroughness of testing based on measurable but approximate adequacy criteria.
The mainstream criteria are structural, and they prescribe counting the degree of
coverage of given kinds of code elements, such as statements, branches, and modified
condition/decisions. Consistently, most studies emphasize coverage as the measure
of effectiveness of a test generator, rather than trying to measure its ability to disclose
software faults [BS08, LHG10, FA12].
Many techniques measure coverage of the generated tests while they operate, and
exploit this information to steer further generation towards yet-uncovered targets.
By their very nature, systematic and search-based approaches are easily extended
with path selection heuristics and fitness functions aimed at maximizing the chance
of increasing coverage, and speeding up convergence to saturation [Kor90, MMS01,
Ton04, MS07, BS08, GLM08, IX08, XTdHS09, PRV11]. Other approaches propose to complement test case generation with a formal analysis of the feasibility
of the coverage targets based on abstraction refinement [BBDP10, McM10]. These
approaches progressively exclude unreachable code elements from coverage targets
by refining the model along the infeasible control flow paths discovered during test
case generation. The distinctive feature of these techniques is their ability, in some
cases, to prove in finite time that an infinite number of static paths is infeasible. This
potentially yields better coverage of “deep” targets, and more precise estimates of
the feasible coverage attained by the generated suite.

11.7 Conclusions
Sophisticated structural testing criteria are not yet widely adopted in industrial settings, mostly because of the difficulty of obtaining decent levels of coverage. This
chapter discussed abstraction refinement and coarsening (arc), a technique that
combines automatic test case generation and feasibility analysis to improve code
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coverage, and its embodiment as ARC-B. ARC-B exploits static and dynamic techniques in an abstraction refinement framework, along the lines of previous work on
software verification, and introduces the new concept of abstraction coarsening to
adapt the approach for branch testing. Addressing multiple code targets challenges
automatic test case generation with demanding scalability requirements. Coarsening
increases the scalability of the analysis by dynamically balancing precision and
memory requirements.
The experimental evaluation shows that arc is effective in focusing test case
generation on feasible targets, enhancing the precision of coverage measurements,
and revealing subtle and previously unknown failures.
Furthermore, we have discussed interesting extensions of ARC-B to improve its
ability to address upgrade-specific testing and cope with floating-point inputs.
In the near future, we aim to extend the approach to support sophisticated control
and data flow coverage criteria, and investigate fallback strategies to handle models
that do not completely fall within the theory of the theorem provers integrated into
the prototype.

